Terrier Tussle 6: February 8, 1997 Round 13: Questions by MIT Aphrodite TOSSUPS
TOSSUP 1 Terry and Chris, both economists, are madly in love with each other. Each
would love to hear the other confess this love, but each is so reluctant to make the first
confession that, no matter how the other behaved, it would be better to keep silent. Their
mutually beneficial affair is thus prevented by:FTP, what cornerstone of game theory?
Answer: _PRISONER'S DILEMMA_
TOSSUP 2 Although her profession requires her to perform a 6.0 (six point oh), last
month she had to settle for a 0.168 (zero point one six eight) after she crashed her car in
Connecticut and failed the breathalyzer test. FTP, what Ukranian figure skater will submit
to alcohol education but not lose her license?
Answer: Oksana _BAlUL_
TOSSUP 3 According to a recent study by Penn State's Peter Usher, it's actually an
allegorical account of the struggles between the old geocentric view of the universe and the
new heliocentric view proposed by Copernicus and others. FTP identify this play, where
Tycho Brahe is supposedly represented by Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.
Answer: _HAMLET_
TOSSUP 4 "Human resource Exploitation Training Manual" sounds like something out of
Dilbert, but the 1983 document obtained by the Baltimore Sun showed that this body
allowed for the use of torture against persons in Central America. For 10 points, name the
U.S. government agency allegedly behind the manual.
Answer: _CIA_ or _CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY_
TOSSUP 5 This compound is obtained today by the reaction of sodium methanoate (meth
uh NOE ate) with concentrated sulfuric acid. That's a lot less interesting than the older
method, which involved collecting and mashing up a swarm of red ants, then distilling the
resulting paste. FTP, identify this acid whose formula is HCOOH.
ANSWER: _FORMIC ACID_ or _METHANOIC ACID_
TOSSUP 6 He was commissioner of the short-lived Senior Professional Baseball League.
After the 1969 season, he was traded from the Cardinals to the Phillies and was so angry
with the deal that he went to court to have it overturned. He lost, but became baseball's
first advocate of free agency. FTP, who died last month at age 59?
Answer: Curt _FLOOD_
TOSSUP 7 This city will be the home of a stliking ship-like building designed by
American architect Frank Gehry to serve as a branch of the Guggenheim. The museum
design is no accident: the city has a long sea-faring tradition and is today considered the
most important port in its country. FTP, name this Spanish city, the largest in the Basque
region.
Answer: _BILBAO_, Spain
TOSSUP 8

Hugh Gaitskell, Harold Wilson, James Callaghan, Michael Foot, Clement Atlee, and Neil
Kinnock served as its leaders. It was founded in 1900 by trade unions and socialist
groups, but didn't come to power until after World War I. FfP, name this British political
party founded by Ramsey MacDonald.
Answer: British _LABOUR PARTY_
TOSSUP 9 Speakwrite, pluscold, thinkpol, thoughtcrime, and duckspeak are all examples
of, F AQTP, what confusing terminology popularized in the classic George OIWell novel
"1984"?
Answer: _NEWSPEAK_
TOSSUP 10 The name's the same: a group of nearly four million people, also known as
the Bini, who live in southern Nigeria; the vernacular name for the city of Benin in Nigeria;
and the name by which Tokyo was known before 1868. FTP, give the three-letter name.
Answer: _EDO_
TOSSUP 11 In a chemical reaction, the heat evolved or absorbed is the same whether the
reaction occurs in a single step or proceeds through an alternate pathway taking several
steps, according to the law formulated by this German chemist. FfP name this man who
shares his surname with an intimate of Hitler's who defected by flying to England.
Answer: Henri _HESS_ (Accept "HESS'S LAW" before "German chemist." The
Nazi was Rudolf Hess.)
TOSSUP 12 WARNING: 2 answers required. His friend Clifford Bax suggested that he
attempt the work that made him a "one-hit wonder." Even though he wrote music for most
of his 59-year life, his only success was composed between 1914 and 1916. FTP, name
this Brit and his hit, which has such subtitles as _The Mystic_, _The Bringer of Jollity_,
and _The Bringer of Wac.
Answer: Gustav _HOLST_ and the _PLANETS_
TOSSUP 13 Called the Dumb Ox because of his slow deliberation of speech, his early
teachings demonstrated that faith and reason could not be in conflict. In 1879 his thought
was pronounced to be the foundation of Catholic philosophy. FfP identify this theologian
who wrote a survey of _all_ knowledge, entitled _Summa Theologica_.
Answer: Thomas _AQUINAS_
TOSSUP 14 Name's the same: brother of Dido and King of Tyre who killed Dido's
husband in Virgil's "Aeneid"; King of Cyprus who fell in love with a statue brought to life
by Aphrodite; and a play by George Bernard Shaw. FfP, give the common name.
Answer: _PYGMALION_
TOSSUP 15 Author B. Traven may have been Ret Marut, a member of the German
intelligencia during World War I, or Hal Croves, a misanthrope living in the jungles of
Mexico. Much is known, however, of his most famous novel, a psychological study of
human greed. FTP, name this novel, made into a motion picture in 1948 starring Walter
Huston and directed by his son John.

ANSWER: _TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE_
TOSSUP 16 When he sent sketches of the planets made on his Kansas farm using a
homemade telescope to astronomers at Lowell Observatory in 1928, he was offered a job
as an observer. FTP name this recently-deceased astronomer who, while working at
Lowell, discovered a comet, five open clusters, dozens of asteroids, and the planet Pluto.
Answer: Clyde _TOMBAUGH_
TOSSUP 17 Actors Michael York and John Leguizamo have little in common except that
they portrayed, F AQTP, what Shakespearean character who was a killer of Mercutio,
cousin of Juliet and victim of Romeo.
Answer: _TYBALT_
TOSSUP 18 Founded in Pittsburgh, its first followers were called Rusellites; it adopted its
present name in 1884. Members believe that Christ became King of Heaven in 1914, and
that only 144,000 people will go there. They also refuse to salute flags or participate in
wars. Name this sect governed by the Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society of
Pennsylvania FTP, a sort of door-to-door religion.
Answer: _JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES_
TOSSUP 19 At Indiana University, he developed the "Air-Crib", a large, soundproof,
gelID-free, environment for babies. At Harvard, he trained pigeons to play table tennis,
which led to his theory of programmed learning through the use of "teaching machines."
FTP, what psychologist wrote "The Analysis of Behavior" and "Walden Two"?
Answer: Bunohus Frederick _SKINNER_
TOSSUP 20 The Florida Beachdogs, the Quad City Thunder, the Omaha Racers, the
Yakima Sun Kings, the Sioux Falls Skyforce and the Grand Rapids Hoops are all teams in,
FTP, what basketball league that serves as a minor league to the NBA?

TOSSUP 21 Born in Umguary and educated in Argentina, he experienced little success
outside of New York until mid-January when his $1.5 billion seven-acre sprawling glass
complex was unveiled. FTP, name this architect newly-famous for his Tokyo International
Forum.
Answer: Rafael_VINOLY_
TOSSUP 22 It creates Koplik spots -- bluish white specks sUlTounded by red areas -- 1 to
2 days before its distictive rash developso John Franklin Enders developed a vaccine for it
in 1963. Identify FTP this disease that is also known as rubella.
Answer: _MEASLES_
TOSSUP 23 Born in Alton, lllinois, he played in the mid-'40s with Dizzy Gillespie. His
collaboration with Gil Evans produced such works as _Sketches of Spain_, and _Porgy
and Bess_. FTP, name this "cool jazz" pioneer, whose albums include _Bitches' Brew_,
and _Milestones_.

Answer: Miles _DAVIS_
TOSSUP 24 It began in Sept. 1688 when Louis XIV invaded the Palatinate, thus uniting
other powers against him. Louis provided support to King James the II, whose forces
were defeated by William III at the Battle of the Boyne in 1690. FfP, name this precursor
to the War of Spanish Succession.
Answer: The War of the _GRAND ALLIANCE_
TOSSUP 25 This country was the fIrst to occupy the barren South Sandwich Islands in
the South Atlantic in 1976, despite a 200-year-old British claim to the islands. It's troops
stayed for six years until they were evicted by a large British force. FfP identify this
country, which also temporruily laid claim to the South Georgia and the Falkland Islands in
1982.
Answer: _ARGENTINA_
TOSSUP 26 Robelt E. Wood took over this company in 1924 and started opening retail
stores so quickly that by 1931 the company made more in retail sales than in its old
standby, mail order. FTP name this company based outside of Chicago that was
responsible for All State Insurance and the Discover credit card.
Answer: _SEARS_ Roebuck and Company
TOSSUP 27 His first work, _Appointment in Samarra_, told the story of the death of a
well-to-do denizen of a small American town. He won the National Book Award in 1955
for _Ten North Fredelick_, but is best known for two other novels later adapted to the big
screen. FTP name this novelist who wrote _From the Terrace_ and _Butterfleld 8_.
Answer: John (Henry) _O'HARA_

•

TOSSUP 28 In an election hailed by international observers as truly democratic, AsIan
Maskhadov defeated Shamil Basayev by a 3 to 1 margin. Maskhadov's prime issue is
reopening talks with Russia over the sovereignty of, for 10 points, what region which
engaged the Russians for 2 years in a civil war?
Answer: _CHECHNY A_
TOSSUP 29 It began in Fukien on October 16, 1934, covered over 6,000 miles, and ended
near the Gobi Desert. It marked a bold step for Mao Tse-tung and his Red Anny against
the government of Chiang Kai-shek. FTP, name this not-short procession.
Answer: the _LONG MARCH_
TOSSUP 30 FAQTP, who wants tlident?
Answer: _I DO, I DO_
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BONUS 1 <30 points> On July 22, 1298 an English army used powerful weaponry to
defeat a band of Scottish rebels. FTPE:
1) What was the name of the battle?
Answer: Battle of _FALKIRK_ or _FALKIRK WOODS_
2) The Scots were led by what man, played by Mel Gibson in the 1995 movie
"Braveheart"?
Answer: William _W ALLACE_
3) The English used what weapon, capable of driving an arrow through armor from a
distance of 150 yards, to defeat the Scots?
Answer: _LONGBOW_
BONUS 2 <20 Points> Everyone knows that the opening line "Call me Ishmael" was
penned by Helman Melville in "Moby Dick". But, FTP each, name the author and his
novel whose opening line is "Call me Jonah", in which the world comes to a frozen end
thanks to a product known as Ice Nine.
Answer: Kurt _ VONNEGUT_ Jr. and _CAT'S CRADLE_
BONUS 3 <30 points> Remember TelTY and Chris? Now they live together. Identify
these basic property law concepts FTPE. 1. <10 points> If they have separate but
undivided interests, then their tenancy is, as this name would suggest, fairly normal.
Answer: Tenancy in _COMMON_
2. <10 points> Time, title, interest and possession are the essential unities for this, the
general term for a tenancy in which each party has the right of survivorship.
Answer: _JOINT_ Tenancy
3. <10 points> Tenancy by the Entirety is a stronger foml of joint tenancy. What
relationship must Ten)' and Chris have to create such a tenancy?
Answer: _MARRIAGE_ (accept "Spousal" or "Husband-Wife" or any equivalent)
BONUS 4 <30> LA LA LA, CONNECT THE DOTS. Given a group of stars, name the
constellation their, FTPE.
1. Antares, Graffias, Shaula, Sargas Answer: _SCORPIUS_ or _SCORPIO_
2. Castor, Wasat, Alhena, Pollux Answer: _GEMINI_
3. Bellatrix, Mintaka, Rigel, Alnilam Answer: _ORION_
BONUS 5 <25 points> YO YO YO, welcome to death row! 1. <10 points> FTP, what
mid-Atlantic state led the U.S. in executions in 1996?

Answer: _ VIRGINIA_
2. <15 points> For 15 points if exact, 10 if within one, or 5 if within five, how many
convicted murderers were put to death in Virginia last year?
Answer: _EIGHT_ (8) Ten points for 7-9 Five points for 3-13
BONUS 6 <20 points> Name these groundbreaking new governors for 10 points each. 1.
This Democrat became the first woman to be elected governor of New Hampshire.
Answer: Jeanne _SHAHEEN_
2. <10 points> This Washington stater became the first Asian-American to be elected
governor of a state other than Hawaii.
Answer: Gary _LOCKE_
BONUS 7 <30 points> Name these Arizona parks and monuments FTPE, none of which
is the Grand Canyon. 1. <10 points> Unlike the nearby privately-owned Meteor Crater,
this national monmument is a volcanic cinder cone that lasted erupted 900 years ago.
Answer: _SUNSET CRATER_
2. <10 points> The Anasazi Indians, ancestors-of the Hopi, probably built the red
sandstone pueblos at this national monument near Sunset Crater over a thousand years ago
before moving on.
Answer: _ WUP ATKC
3. <10 points> This lake that starts in northern Arizona and extends into Utah was formed
this century by the construction of the Glen Canyon Dam on the Colorado River.
Answer: _LAKE POWELL_
BONUS 8 <30 points> While Phil Niekro won election to the baseball Hall of Fame last
month, several deserving candidates failed to gain the required 75% of ballots needed for
election. Identify this year's also-rans FTPE.

1. <10 points> With 324 wins, this pitcher is the only eligible 300-game winner not yet in
the HalL
Answer: Don _SUTTON_
2. <10 points> This first baseman and member of Cincinnati's Big Red Machine finished
third in the votes.
Answer: Tony _PEREZ_
3. <10 points> This fOlmer Cub has been described as one of the best third basemen to
play the game but finished a distant fourth in the voting, appearing on only 40% of the
ballots.
Answer: Ron _SANTO_

BONUS 9 (20) The 1996 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded for the discovery of a
new fundamental form of carbon. First, what's the scientific name for this form of carbon,
affectionately called "buckyballs?" <10>
Answer: _FULLERENE_ or _BUCKMINSTERFULLERENE_
And how many atoms of carbon are there in a single fullerene molecule? <10> Answer:
_60_
BONUS 10 <30> Tired of questions on Monet? Identify these lesser-known members of
the Impressionist movement FTPE.
1) Born in Paris of British parents, he stopped studying business and took up painting. A
series of landscapes of Argenteuil was well-received, but not until nearly the time of his
death.
Answer: Alfred _SIS LEY_
2) She exhibited in 7 of the 8 Impressionist shows, and influenced her brother-in-law,
Edouard Manet. The first woman to join the Impressionists, her subjects are usually
women in domestic settings.
Answer: Berthe _MORISOT_
3) An early Impressionist with Monet, Renoir, and Sisley, his promising career as a figure
painter, with works like _Family Reunion_, was cut short when he was killed in the
Franco-Prussian War.
Answer: Frederic _BAZILLE_
BONUS 11 <30 Points> Identify the poet froill his poems, 30-20-10
30) "Projection", "Jam Session"
20) "Flatted Fifths", "Song for a Billie Holliday"
10) "Harlem Night Club", "Mro-American Fragment"
Answer: Langston _HUGHES_
BONUS 12 <25 points> This military organization was formed by free blacks in New
Orleans, but the Confederate government never used them. In 1862, after the Union
captured New Orleans, they refused to leave the city with the rest of the Confederate Army,
instead declaring their allegiance to the Union. The Union general that led the forces was
nicknamed "Beast" by its citizens. Name the unit F15P and the general for ten.
Answer: The _NATIVE GUARDS_ and Benjamin _BUTLER_
BONUS 13 <25 points>
Terry and Chris still live together, but Chris's friend Amanda has eyes for Terry. For the
stated number of points give these two-word phrases relevant to their situation.

1. <10 points> Amanda won't try to "steal" Terry just yet. She could not will others to
behave that way, because if Terry dumped Chris, Terry could dump Amanda just as easily
in the future. FfP, what Kantian doctrine does this describe?
Answer: _CA1EGORICAL IMPERATIVE_
2. <15 points> Amanda manages to believe simultaneously that she and Terry have a
thing, but that it's all completely innocent. John Keats coined what phrase, FI5P, to
describe the capacity to hold two completely opposing ideas at once without falling apart?
Answer: _NEGATIVE CAPABILITY_
BONUS 14 (30) Give these set theory terms FfPE.
In a set of points, this eight-letter word describes the point about which the set is in
equilibrium. Answer: _CENTROID_ (Do NOT accept "Center")
This five-letter word describes any linearly ordered set. Answer: _CHAIN_
The set of all sets that are not members of themselves is an example of whose famous
•
paradox? Answer: Betrand _RUSSELL_
BONUS 15 <30> Identify these composers from the movies they scored for the stated # of
pts.
<5> Batman, Beetlejuice, The Nightmare Before Christmas Answer: Danny _ELFMAN_
<10> On The Town, On the Waterfront Answer: Leonard _BERNSTEIN_
<15> Spellbound (1945), Adam's Rib (1949), Ben Hur (1959), Answer: Miklos
_ROZSA_
BONUS 16 <30 points> In a busy week for Boeing, it announced that it would purchase
all or part of two different companies. Name them FTPE.
Answers: _ROCKWELL_ International; _MCDONNELL DOUGLAS_
2. This merger leaves only one other large US aerospace company, itself the product of
merger. For 10 points, name it.
Answer: _LOCKHEED MARTIN_
BONUS 17 <20 Points> Chronicling five days of the War Between the States, this Pulitzer
Prize- winning work by Michael Shaara details perhaps the most historic battle of the war.
Name this novel and the 1993 movie based on it FTPE.
Answer: _THE KILLER ANGELS_ and _GETTYSBURG_
BONUS 18 (30) Identify these Internet-related computer languages and architectures for
the stated number of points.
F5P, coffee will never be the same again after Sun introduced this language in late 1995.
Answer: _JAV A_

FTP, this Netscape-developed sclipting language was fonnerly known as LiveSclipt, while
Microsoft's valiant is known as JScript. Answer: _JAV ASCRIPT_
F15P, it sounds like something for Agents Sculley and Mulder, but it's really an extension
of Microsoft's O-L-E architecture for linking Web page applications to programs on a local
.
computer. Answer: _ACTIVE X_
BONUS 19 Chinese New Year occured yesterday [Feb. 7]. FTPE, name both the animal
and the numerical year.
Answer: The Year of the _ OX_; _4695
BONUS 20 <20 pts> Identify these existentialist philosophers based on titles of their
works FIPE.

1. "What is Metaphysics?" and "Being and Time" Answer: Martin _HEIDEGGER_
[HIGH-digger]
3. "Man in the Modem Age" and "The Question of Gennan Guilt" Answer: Karl (Theodor)
_JASPERS_ [pronounced Yaspers, accept Jaspers]
BONUS 21 <30 pts> Identify these actors who have played Hamlet after blief clues FTPE.

1. He has struTed in "I Love You to Death", "Dave," and "French Kiss".
Answer: Kevin _KLINE_
2. This actor's less classical movie credits inclOde "Galipoli," "Tequila Sunlise," and
"Forever Young. "
Answer: Mel_GIBSON_
3. Appropliately enough, this actor played Hamlet in a television version. He has starred in
television miniseries such as "The Thom Birds" and "Shogun."
Answer: Richard _CHAMBERLAIN_
BONUS 22 <25 Points> Give the brother's first name from Dostoyevsky's "The Brothers
Karamazov;" you will receive five points each plus five for all correct.
1) The intellectual member of the family; and 2nd, Fyodor's illegitimate son--a
representation of "second-rate intellect".
Answer: _N AN_ and SMERDYAKOV_
2) The youngest and eldest brothers respectively.

BONUS 23 <20 pts> Given a pruticular field of the arts and sciences, name the muse
associated with it, F5PE. (Two will be given a time)

1. History; and Heroic or epic poetry Answer: _CLIO_ and _CALLIOPE_

3. Lyric and love poetry; and Comedy Answer: _ERATO_ and THALIA_
BONUS 24 <30 points> FIPE, for each Supreme Court case, name the president under
which the decision was made. (Example: Roe v. Wade; Answer: Nixon).
1) Plessy v. Ferguson Answer: Grover _CLEVELAND_
2) McCulloch v. Maryland Answer: James _MONROE_
3) Schenck v. United States Answer: Woodrow _WILSON_
BONUS 25 <20 points> Given the date of its fIrst issue and the subject of its fIrst cover,
name the magazine FTPE.
.
1. <10 points> March 1923; ex-House Speaker Joseph Cannon Answer: _TIME_

2. <10 points> April 1953; Desidero Alberto Amaz N Answer: _TV GUIDE_
BONUS 26 <25 points> Everest is the highest mountain in Eurasia, but F5PE, name the
highest mountains in North America; South America;Africa; Australia; and Antarctica
Answers: Mt. _MCKINLEY_ Mt _ACONCAGUA_ Mt. _KILIMANJARO__VINSON_
Massif Mt. _KOSCIUSKO_
BONUS 27 <30 points> 30-20-10. Name the year.
30 - Tennessee enacted the fIrst Jirri Crow law segregating railroad coaches 20 - Clara
Barton founded the American National Red Cross 10 - President GarfIeld was shot by
Charles Guiteau in July

BONUS 28 <30 points> In the board game "Clue", there are six ways that the hapless Mr.
Boddy can be killed. F5PE, name these murder weapons. You must be specifIc.
Answers: _CANDLESTICK_, _KNIFE_, _LEAD PIPE_, _REVOLVER_, _ROPE_,
_WRENCH_ (Do NOT accept "Wench"!)

